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Seducing my Best Friend is the third book in the Fated Series by Hazel Kelly. Lucy's body and mind

are at odds. Can she pull herself together and give Aiden a chance? **Warning: This new adult

romance series contains adult situations and mature content.
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We start off with Lucy completely freaking out over the fact that Aiden has told her that she needs to

be ready as he is taking her out tonight, her roommate Fiona can already tell why she is loosing it

and that's because she is completely in love with him but she knows that Lucy still won't admit

that.Lucy just thinks that considering Aiden broke up with Chelsea his ex that to him all he sees her

as is a rebound, but she is completely wrong because Aiden has finally realised that in all the time

he has been with other girls the right girl is right in front of him. Now that he has finally realised that

Lucy is the girl for him all he wants to do is impress her, he pulls out all the stops and even takes

her to a new restaurant that has just opened up but whilst they are out he seems to notice all the

little things that he never used to.Other than that Lucy is still worrying about what to do with work

because things seem to be getting a bit more complicated for her and her roommate, when Fiona



comes back one night with red eyes Lucy can instantly tell that something's happened. She finds

out that their boss has tried things on with her and she said no so she ended up kneeing him where

it hurts and ends up getting fired, this is the last straw in Lucy's eyes, she knows that now this has

happened that things are only going to get worse so she needs to do something now before

someone else gets hurt. After looking online to see if there is anyway that they can get help from

someone who knows about stuff like this, she ends up speaking to this guy called Nathan, he

seems to be alright and knows what he's doing but he is also willing to help Lucy figure out how to

get this all sorted.
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